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Recent work within HCI and CSCW has become attentive to the politics of data and metrics in order to highlight the implications of what counts and how. In this paper, we relate these discussions to the longstanding distinctions made between value and values. We introduce literature on ‘Valuation Studies’ and argue for understanding the politics of data through valuation – an ongoing social practice that transforms socially embedded values into different forms of more abstract value. This theoretical work is developed through an ethnographic study of contemporary UK charity shops, as a site focused on the labour of valuation, but embedded in both local and global values. Through this study, we consider implications for the intervention and design of ‘data-driven innovation’, with a particular focus on distributed ledger technologies. We argue that these technologies inevitably engage in valuation, and require careful attention to the ongoing processes by which value is translated and performed by different stakeholders.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Data-driven innovation (DDI) has emerged as the latest byword for economic growth delivered through the application of ‘Big Data’. The OECD introduce DDI as “a key pillar of 21st-century growth, with the potential to significantly enhance social wellbeing”[57]. In a UK context, industrial strategy policy references DDI in describing “an era when the generation, collection, analysis and
monetisation of huge volumes of data underpins the Digital Economy” [14]. However, alongside various waves of enthusiasm for 'datafication' [16] – from machine learning and AI, to an Internet of Things (IoT) and distributed ledger technologies – there is also a growing wariness of the promises and unintended consequences of these technologies [9,58,82].

The HCI and CSCW communities have consistently drawn attention to the politics and value judgements inherent in the design of databases and information systems that underpin data-driven innovation (e.g. [24,61,69,76]). In particular, contemporary sociological critiques have honed in on the growth in ‘metric power’ [2] and ‘audit cultures’ [13] where data, however it is subjectively constructed, is objectified and can be ‘taken as a proxy for the facts’ [69]. As such, an important response for researchers in this context has been to source and identify the ‘politics of measurement’ [61,76] and the extent to which data remains premised upon choices in terms of abstraction, categorisation and ‘sorting things out’ [8]. In doing so, researchers have highlighted the explicit roles for design, values and, inevitably, ethics, in what are often presumed to be objective engineering processes.

In this paper, we build on these critiques of data-driven innovation through the lens of ‘Valuation Studies’, reflecting sociological debates on the translation and distinctions between value (singular) and values (plural). Value is traditionally viewed as the domain of economists, while values tend to emerge from social relations, norms and principles [65,66]. Frequently, these can seem incommensurate and in opposition; some things are said to be ‘priceless’, they can’t be reduced to an abstract, exchangeable, single value. And yet in practice, value and values are very commonly compared, negotiated and brought into relation through a process of ‘valuation’. This has led to recent attention on ‘valuation as a social practice’ where “the value or values of something are established, assessed, negotiated, provoked, maintained, constructed and/or contested” [17] – a process that translates values into value, and back again.

Valuation processes related to data might be most immediately apparent in the realms of high finance and algorithmic trading [50,59], but we argue here that such processes are integral to most forms of contemporary data-driven technologies – be it smart cities, IoT, gig economies, blockchains, AI, machine learning, to name a few. An underlying contribution from this work is therefore to develop the parallels between an understanding of the politics and processes of recording and measurement used to construct data, and the politics and processes of valuation. In essence, we argue that we might recast many of the troubles of data and measurement as issues of valuation – literally, what counts and how. As such, in this paper we suggest that a better understanding of the processes of valuation, and in particular the bridges back and forth between the abstract (value, data) and the specific (values, phenomena), can identify paths to reconcile the dichotomies and tensions between the two. Based on this theory, we offer a lens of ‘value translations’ that we propose will serve the CSCW community well in understanding and designing for emerging data-driven technologies that are increasingly implicated in new forms of economy.

To contextualise this argument, we focus on a site rich in the labour of valuation, with a multitude of different values in play – the contemporary UK charity shop. We have been working on a three-year project with a large UK charity to investigate the opportunities and challenges of blockchain applications in the context of charities, circular economies and international development. As part of this project, we undertook ethnographic work in a number of charity shops to understand their operations on the frontline, with an eye to potential data-driven and blockchain-based interventions. Reporting on this work, and our wider engagements with the charity, we recognise the careful and value-laden intermediary work required to attract high-quality donations of second-hand items, sell these on to diverse local customers, and generate as much revenue as possible from their sale for the charity’s global mission. This work richly depicts valuation as a social practice, and presents compelling challenges and opportunities for data-driven innovation in such contexts.
The paper proceeds as follows. We first offer an introduction to Valuation Studies, highlighting a historical divide between the study of economy and value on one side, and the sociological study of social relations and values on the other, and efforts to move past such dichotomies. We highlight extant work on values and valuation within the HCI community, especially as it relates to data-driven technologies. We then turn to our ethnographic fieldwork to provide examples of valuation practices and the translation of value in the context of the contemporary UK charity shop. Finally, we extend this concept as a resource for rethinking the design of data-driven tools and services through the lens of ‘value translation’.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Introducing Valuation Studies

2.1.1. From Value vs Values, towards Valuation as a Social Practice. The contemporary field of Valuation Studies sets it sights on ‘valuation as a social practice’ [34]. The field is in part a reaction against the so called ‘Parsons Pact’, where disciplinary boundaries were erected between economists (who studied value), and sociologists (who studied values) [65]. By studying valuation as a process, researchers in this field aim to overcome such dichotomies, and recognise the interrelation of the two.

In the inaugural issue of the Valuation Studies journal, multiple authors identify confusion in the languages that surround the term value [42]. Indeed, looking back to John Dewey’s ‘Theory of Valuation’ in 1939 [15], he already identifies a ‘double usage’:

“For a glance at the dictionary will show that in ordinary speech the words ‘valuing’ and ‘valuation’ are verbally employed to designate both prizing, in the sense of holding precious, dear (and various other nearly equivalent activities, like honouring, regarding highly) and appraising in the sense of putting a value upon, assigning value to. This is an activity of rating, an act that involves comparison, as is explicit, for example, in appraisals in money terms of goods and services.” (Dewey, pp. 5-6)

Vatin [73] draws on Dewey’s distinction to demarcate ‘valorising’ as an activity that produces value, and ‘evaluating’ as the activity of determining the value of something. As Dewey notes, the core tension “upon which schools are divided” [15] is that prizing or valorising – what people care about, their norms, principles and ideas – is seen as a primarily personal, situated activity, with an emotional register. Appraising or evaluating something is, instead, considered a relational, intellectual, and generalizable activity. This raises substantial questions about which comes first. How is it possible to prize or valorise something without first evaluating it in some way? Upon which terms can something be evaluated while appealing to other norms, standards or ideals that we value?

Importantly, Valuation Studies emphasizes that “to have values” is “a practical process, not some kind of a natural state” [34]. Or returning to the pragmatist work of Dewey, any desires to achieve some ends are contextualised and emerge ‘within a prior system of activities’ [p.54] - our goals and values don’t emerge pre-formed from a vacuum. Of course, many ends (e.g. money-making, romance, even academic publications) may become standardised or so familiar that they are approached as possessing an inherent value. The consequence of this is a move to a ‘process view’, to understand value as a verb, and the process by which values are translated of particular interest to studies of technology are inquiries about how values can travel or be channelled through various socio-technical arrangements, and how different values can be more holistically linked together by reaching consensus on the process (and hence ends) of some valuation. In this view, value (singular) is the outcome of a situated valuation process.

2.1.2. Avoiding dichotomies and producing value. The central thrust of contemporary Valuation Studies is to avoid the dichotomies previously presented in discussions of value and values.
Changes in language, for example to develop a ‘sociology of worth’ [4,66], or undertaking design that is “worth-centred” [12], can offer some room for manoeuvre – however the tensions underneath can remain unresolved. Treating this as a more fundamental divide between the sciences and humanities, Dewey aspirationally appeals for “prizing and appraising [to] unite in direction of action” [15]. Valuation Studies might propose to do this by asking how the two interrelate and inquiring as to the “circumstances that allow, sometimes, for the construction of the objectivity of value” [34]? In other words, how do valuation processes construct (or obstruct) shared understandings of value?

The anthropologist Daniel Miller and legal scholar Viviana Zelizer offer perhaps the most constructive moves in this regard. Miller is concerned with overcoming the apparent “incommensurable polarity between value as price, and value as priceless”[54]. Drawing on diverse examples, from business, politics and high street shopping, Miller suggests that reduction to a bottom-line view of value (solely appraising or evaluating) is frequently counterproductive in actually producing value (valorising in Vatin’s terms [73]). Instead, he suggests that value is created most effectively through its own use “as a bridge between what otherwise would be regarded as distinct regimes of value”. Boltanski and Thevenot [4] argue that such ‘regimes’ of value incorporate certain evaluative frameworks or assumptions and orders of worth: economic value is often premised on market logics; social regimes of value often incorporate moral or cultural criteria of worth, as with reciprocity or gift exchange [52]. Hence, Miller is arguing that value is actually created, where a valuation process is not simply an evaluation within a single regime of value, but productively creates a channel or bridge to transform or negotiate between otherwise incommensurate values across regimes. For example, Miller argues that UK department store John Lewis became successful because it is able to provide products that holistically combine many different values (e.g. quality, price, style) that shoppers seek. A further reading of Miller’s theory is that such a bridge is one that creates a measure of flexibility, and even ambiguity between regimes of value. Similarly, Bourdieu describes a symbolic economy [7] as a kind of ‘alchemy’ where value can move through a social structure in multiple, often implicit, forms.

Miller points to taxation as a means to transform labour and individual income into valued public services. Yet Miller acknowledges the idealism of this theory: “What goes up from values to value should ideally come down again from value to values”. Miller also gives several examples where, for example, an abstraction such as ‘shareholder value’ undermines and loses sight of the very values of companies upon which their original value emerges. Miller hence argues for the need for value and values to be tightly coupled in their valuations: “political and commercial systems work to our advantage when they do the same thing that we do every day in retaining this breadth of value and not flying apart until we end up with an opposition between value and values”.

Zelizer [80] seeks to tackle the dichotomy between value and values by pointing to a third way. Discussing the intersection between monetary transfers and intimate social relations, she suggests that scholars typically make two kinds of arguments about value. On one hand, the economic and the social are proposed to exist in such separate spheres (or regimes of value) that they are ‘hostile worlds’ and cannot, or should not, be combined or studied together. Alternatively, it is believed that the two are ultimately reducible to a bottom line of either market logics, cultural values, or power and coercion. Zelizer draws on the way people practically arrange their affairs to offer a relational perspective of ‘differentiated ties’. First, she notes the way that throughout their daily lives, people demarcate different kinds of relationships through different methods of exchange and payment. For a contemporary example, Ikkala et al. [36] show how the exchange of money, rather than goodwill and favours, helps to create distinctive social relationships and expectations between guests and hosts on AirBnB compared with Couchsurfing platforms. As the existence of local and complementary currencies attest [7,17,18], there can even be ‘qualitative

---

1 https://www.airbnb.co.uk/
2 https://www.couchsurfing.com/
After Money asks: ‘If you change the representation of value, does it change the values that you can represent?’ 3 There is a wealth of recent work within the HCI and CSCW communities exploring how new forms of money and payment services can reconfigure social experiences and interactions (e.g. [19,23,25,26,40,41,47,53,74,77]). Many such studies highlight the careful and situated construction of ‘differentiated ties’ [80] through different forms of payment [10], and the tensions that valuation can introduce. Several studies in particular identify challenges for time-banking networks [63] and highlight the tensions between instrumental and idealistic approaches to the exchange of time-based services. In a comprehensive overview of alternative currency and

3 http://gtr.ukri.org/projects?ref=ES%2FN007018%2F1
PACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 3, No. CSCW, Article 109, Publication date: November 2019
exchange systems, Carroll and Belloti [10] emphasise the need for stable and widely accepted forms of valuation, although do not delve deeply into valuation processes themselves.

Beyond directly financial applications, a great deal of data-driven innovation is premised upon extending the design and logic of markets into new domains. Lampinen and Brown [43] specifically urge a greater focus on ‘market design’ in HCI as markets permeate digital interactions and services, especially services based upon peer-to-peer exchange. At the heart of many of these data-driven services is a reliance on data, and specifically the ability to decompose, formalize and abstract the world in such a way to support new exchanges of value (e.g. measuring an Uber trip, creating an AirBnB listing, or defining a crowdwork task).

Furthermore, a new European regulation – ‘Open Banking’ (PSD2) – seeks to make banking services and one’s financial transactions open to API’s, supporting the building of new applications and programmable logic based on new flows of personal economic data. Elsden et al. describe the integration of mobile banking applications with web automation service IFTTT [19] where, for example, a card purchase at a particular merchant, can automatically trigger playing a specific song, or messaging loved ones. Similarly, Hupfeld and Speed’s [35] study of users’ interactions with shopping loyalty cards offers a preface to how people may begin to understand and reconcile values such as their privacy and convenience with other forms of value that they might generate from their data.

Reflecting on our own starting point for this project, we would position blockchains and distributed ledger technologies (DLTs) at the vanguard of emerging technologies that are increasingly economic and data-driven. Heralded as an ‘internet of value’ [68], DLTs are a decentralised form of database or accounting system, which need not rely on trusting any single third party. In particular, DLTs afford the creation of unique digital assets [1] and support new forms of distributed and peer-to-peer exchange [60], ranging from cryptocurrencies, to more sophisticated decentralised marketplaces and infrastructure [37]. As tamper-resistant, distributed software, Wright and Fillipi [78] describe blockchains as a ‘lex cryptographia’ – where there is a commitment to pre-defined formalisations and abstractions, and hence a more ‘mechanical’ valuation process, based upon automated rule-following [39,62]. For example, the GeoCoin project [55] explores the use of ‘smart contracts’ and an alternative currency to credit and debit tokens from an account, based on a user’s GPS location. In practice, location can then be evaluated and valorised in different ways by those participating in that network. Projects like this suggest all manner of ‘new value transactions’ [56], with a proliferation of competing or complementary value systems, and the means to move seamlessly between them. Furthermore, in a review of emerging blockchain applications, Elsden et al. [21] point to this potential to ‘transactionalize’ and evaluate all manner of activities as a key concern for these technologies.

As HCI scholars have become astutely aware of the politics of data, and the value-judgments made in data-driven technologies (e.g. [8,18,49,61,69,76]), our aim here is to take these issues together in order to consider how we might better design such systems. Here, we are staking out a position that goes beyond designing for certain values [32], and instead explores how we might design for valuation processes that better mediate a multitude of values, by bridging or creating differentiated ties as Miller and Zelizer each propose. In order to consider these theoretical manoeuvres in an applied context, we now turn to our fieldwork of valuation processes in contemporary UK charity shops.

3 STUDYING VALUATION IN CHARITY SHOPS

3.1 Research Approach

Our ethnographic work began as part of a collaborative research project with a large UK charity, with whom we are investigating the potential implications of blockchain technologies to their operations. Our earliest proposals for the project envisaged the potential to use DLTs to
incentivise and account for a more collaborative circular economy across a network of stores, by facilitating an optimal exchange of goods between stores themselves. More broadly, we envisaged the potential existence and role of alternative digital currencies and tokens which might support new forms of local community economies. However, the scope of our project quickly extended to all aspects of the charity’s work, not only the trade of second-hand goods, but also fundraising activities, international development policy and the logistics of aid delivery. As such, the ethnographic work (described in section 3.3) was focused on gaining a holistic understanding of the life of the store, in particular the core activities of sorting out and pricing stock in the back room, and the range of value-laden intermediary work taken on by store managers. Simultaneously, we were also engaging in workshop activities with managers at the charities’ headquarters, in order to help them understand blockchain technologies and to explore with them the potential implications of data-driven tools more broadly.

The ethnographic work informed our ongoing discussions with management, and the broader design perspective of the project. An entirely comprehensive description of the workings of a charity shop goes beyond our focus here (and indeed, work by Fitton [29] arguably already offers such a description). However, valuation practices, and the tensions they surface between different values, were present throughout our fieldwork. In this paper, we therefore present a particular theoretical and analytic cut through our corpus of data that reflects on specific cases of value translation, in order to consider the implications for the design of data-driven technologies, such as blockchains. Below, we unpack how we constructed the charity shop as a site for valuation studies, the specifics of our ethnographic approach, and our analytical process that focused on the way value is translated in these specific cases. We then reflect on these value translations as a resource for the design of data-driven tools and services.

3.2 Charity Shops as a Site for Valuation Studies

Kjellberg et al. [42] suggest several sites for the productive study of valuation. Among those, there are ‘hot’ market situations, where valuation regimes are in flux and might be ecologically, morally or politically driven. They also consider sites that entail the ‘construction and reification of valuing systems, tools and organizations’. Lastly, they suggest ‘sites of social change’ – potentially mundane settings that are politically and socially relevant. The contemporary UK charity shop could fit each of these. With a constant flow of unique goods to be valued, and significant autonomy within each shop, the valuation regime in stores is always in flux. In response, charity shops develop a range of tools and valuation processes, formal and informal, to effectively sort and price second hand goods. Charity shops are also sites of social change in the local communities they serve. Not only are they ‘routinely provoking encounters between strangers’ [42], but they facilitate encounters between strangers’ things, taking a central role in the way communities exchange second hand and even historical goods.

However, beyond the immediate challenge of the valuation of a vast array of goods, charity shops are curiously positioned in their ‘value constellations’ [64]. The stores where we conducted fieldwork in this study are part of a global international development charity. In effect, each charity shop mediates a range of local values, between their donors, shoppers, and volunteers, in order to extract a somewhat abstract value for a larger, far-off mission. Significant effort is made to assure the generous public that this value (the cold, hard cash) promotes certain values (equality, women’s rights etc.). Indeed, recent work within the field of HCI has highlighted the potential role and challenges of more transparent accounting technologies in supporting charities to do this [5,51,75].

Clearly this is not a trivial task. The values and expectations through which charity shops move can often be in tension. Fitton [29] details through extensive ethnographic work the challenges for UK charity shops to become more professionalised retail outfits (and ergo, to
become more efficient at fundraising), while also maintaining a distinctive set of values and place on the High Street. As such, the charity shop is a rich context to consider how this translation from values to value, and back again, is achieved and may be mediated by new data-driven technologies.

### 3.3. Ethnographic Activities

Our ethnographic fieldwork was conducted jointly by the first and second authors. We used ethnographic methods including interviews, participant observation, the study of written guides and materials, and the interpretation of cultural and tacit knowledge through thick description [33]. Following anthropologists who analyse such variegated networks, we understood our field ethnographically through conceiving of social worlds as both rooted in places and travelling across networks [45,71,72]. These networks are bound together by shared ideas, regulations, values and infrastructure (in this case, of a specific charity), but also are themselves integrated with their own places and communities. As such, we were interested in both the working life of specific bricks and mortar stores, and the relations of stores to other sites and networks. This included other stores in their region, but also recycling and delivery services, community groups, the charities’ own hierarchy and divisions, and external resources such as online marketplaces for second-hand goods.

We visited 11 different stores in person across Scotland and the North of England (spending at least one to two hours in most, but including longer repeat visits to certain stores). We also conducted phone interviews with managers from two further stores. Four of the store visits were conducted jointly, the remaining stores visited individually by either the first or second author. Our construction of this sample reflected the geography of the research team, but more importantly, sought to reflect the considerable diversity in charity shops, varying in size, location (e.g. city centre vs market town) and particularly the affluence of their local communities. We conducted 19 interviews in total, speaking to 11 store managers (a paid position, responsible for all operations of the store), 3 deputy managers (a part-time, paid position), 4 volunteers, and 2 area managers who were responsible for around 20 stores across their regions. The interviews were open-ended and with the exception of the telephone interviews took place in situ, often as we observed participants carrying on with other tasks. We asked managers and volunteers both broad questions about, for example, what their shops sell, their typical customers, their own motivations for working there, as well as specific requests to understand valuation processes such as sorting and pricing clothes. Lasting between an hour and two hours, these interviews frequently involved a tour of the shop and their backrooms as managers walked-through different activities with us. In many cases, managers were interrupted to help a volunteer with a task, or answer a query, allowing us to observe their work first hand. As well as audio-recording the interviews, we took photographs to complement descriptions of the various ways work was organized in the back room in different shops. This helped us to develop a broadly consistent picture of different key practices. In addition, we also spent extended time over two morning shifts shadowing in two larger stores, engaged in hands-on helping volunteers and managers with tasks from sorting bags of clothes, to cleaning, pricing, and serving on the till. Across these engagements we also took a range of individual field notes that were shared and discussed across the research team.

These in-store activities constituted the majority of our data gathering; however, our interpretation of the data is framed also by engagements with middle management at the charity’s headquarters, and participation in events such as an Area Managers’ meeting where all store managers in a region gather quarterly. Lastly, we also undertook two small focus groups (each with 3 donors and shoppers) from one of the shops we had spent the most time in. Although our focus had been primarily on the work of staff and volunteers, we wanted to gain a perspective from donors, who were also customers. These engagements were partly oriented towards a separate activity based around donors having greater control over how their donations were used.
but began with extensive group discussion of their motivations, interactions and views of the charity and their local shops.

3.4. Analytical Approach: Sorting Out Values and Valuation

The interviews conducted in store were transcribed in full, while extensive researcher notes were compiled for three interviews taken over the phone, and one where the manager did not wish to be recorded. Transcripts from the two focus groups were also included in the corpus. We then adopted two specific lenses in the analysis, building directly on the theoretical work above. We first considered examples of explicit acts of valuation of goods in the store, and the tools, data and infrastructure used to achieve this. Second, we sought out incidents and exchanges that surfaced tensions or challenges in value translation for the charity – specifically, the ways individual stores must reconcile the competing values that coalesce in the store, with the need to generate an abstract global value for the cause. To examine these issues, we read through the transcripts, highlighting and annotating any passages that concerned these two focuses. Akin to approaches in related work on the politics of data (e.g. [8,24,61,69]), these illuminated a number of cases where valuation was at the fore. We then looked across these cases for points of resemblance and contrast, and combined with our fieldwork notes and prior ethnographic summaries, produced a thick description of valuation and value translation in the charity shop. Following Zelizer’s [80] and Miller’s [54] work, our analysis considered particularly how valuation processes shaped social relations in the store, and instances where representations of value succeed or fail in bridging different regimes of value. As such, although we provide some further background about the stores from our ethnographic work, this is not an exhaustive account all of the activities and values of a charity shop. Rather, the cases we highlight in this article illustrate key processes and tensions in the phenomena of valuation that we wish to highlight in this work as a resource for design.

In order to coherently report our findings, we group these cases to describe: the different regimes of value in the stores; how specific valuation processes reflected or challenged these; the way volunteers were valued; and lastly the flows of data in the stores. Importantly, we are seeking to go beyond simply identifying the nature of values at play that we might design for, but to demonstrate the translation and mediation between different kinds of value.

4 VALUE TRANSLATIONS IN THE CHARITY SHOP

4.1. Mediating Different Regimes of Value

4.1.1 Finding the Right Price for Three Communities. In principle, the work of a charity shop is quite simple. A charity shop attracts second hand goods from donors; they resell these goods to customers and the proceeds are contributed to a worthy cause. However, to achieve this, the shops must sort out, and then set the right price for, the enormous variety of goods that they receive.

“This is what I always tell my new managers – you are pricing for 3 people. You are pricing for the person who has donated the item, they don’t want you to give it away or they wouldn’t bother giving it to you. They want you to get a good price for it and make as much money as you can for the cause. You have got the customer of course, who doesn’t want to be ripped off. They want to have a good quality item but feel when they go out that they could have paid a lot more for it if they had gone somewhere else, they want to feel they have got a bit of a bargain and that will keep that fire going. If you go too high they won’t come back, if you go too low you are not meeting the needs of the donor. Then the third port of call is the person who is going to benefit from that sale at the end of the day. You are trying to make as much money as you can for them. You don’t want to give their stuff away when it is worth more because then you feel you have let them down. This is a 3-point dilemma that most shop managers, who are very savvy with their pricing, are juggling every day.” (Gerald, Area Manager)
This extract from an area manager aptly sums up the business of second-hand charity retail. Three core stakeholders are identified – donor, customer and beneficiary – each operating through different regimes of value. The donor is assumed to be sharing and trusting the values of the charitable cause, as well as perhaps having some attachment to the items they donate. Customers are seeking a retail experience in which they feel they are ‘doing good’ for a perceived development beneficiary, and to gain value from their purchase. The beneficiary ultimately gains from the abstract value, the money, generated from the sale of the object, as mediated and directed by the charity. These are each different frames the charity shop could use to set or justify a price – weighing for a higher price in favour of the donor and beneficiary, or a lower price in favour of the customer.

When done well, the value proposition of charity shops for donors and customers is clear – in Miller’s terms, charity shops are productive when they act as an effective bridge for their various regimes of value. The charity shop performs work for the donor by translating the values associated with old or inherited objects into an abstract value for a wider community. Donors must trust the values and processes of a particular charity shop to generate value from their donations. Charity shops produce value for the customer through their facilitation of a shopping experience and particularly ‘bargain hunting’. Managers frequently spoke of the need to keep the shop ‘fresh’ with a good turnover of new and unique items; all shops employed a system to ‘cull’ and re-evaluate unsold items, removing them from the shop floor usually after four weeks.

In deciding or justifying pricing, managers and volunteers appeal to these different values. If an item sells very quickly - potentially under-priced - then this loss can be compensated if the customer is likely to feel they got a great bargain, an experience that could generate future business and goodwill.

“Sometimes you put something out, and this happens a lot, you put a handbag out and you maybe put £10 on it and within 5 minutes someone will come and buy it and you think ‘I should have had £20 on it.’ It is difficult at times though to know what you will get. I always say when you give a customer a good bargain that customer will be back and that customer will tell her friends and they will come in.” (Margaret, Store Manager)

Despite the variable nature of pricing, haggling or price complaints can be resisted based on an appeal to the fundamental values of the cause. The labour and mark-up of selling an item online can be construed as working for the donor – getting the best price possible. Hence, managers and volunteers make sense of and validate their work through the value gained by these three different communities. Evidently, the introduction of, and justification of any data-driven innovation to pricing in the store would have to mediate and operate flexibly across these three communities.

4.1.2 Local Communities vs Global Mission. Of course, the values of these stakeholders are not always in harmony or easily kept in balance. Donors vary in their interest or commitment to the cause: some value the charity shop simply as a recycling centre; others donate to support their local community rather than a global cause. And of course, by the fact that many donations are made over the counter, many donors are also customers too. They too seek a bargain, and pricing that is perceived to be fair. While there are many ‘regulars’ in charity shops, the dual-role of donor-customer is not formally recognised – donors rarely gain any favours or discounts, as one volunteer running a library for a local hospital described:

“We donate a lot of books over the year, we have, over the past few years given hundreds of books... we wanted some audio books for people with sight problems, being [a volunteer] at the hospital. And considering how many books I bring in every week, quite a few, and what we actually asked was ‘is it possible to get some of these audio books for the hospital?’ Not having to pay (for them) because you’re talking about three or four and we were giving them all these books, I think this particular day I took about 30 books in and they said ‘no, no, we can’t do that’ and I said ‘but it’s like part exchange, all I’m asking for is 30 for you, four for me’ ‘no, no, we can’t do that’.” (Donor, Workshop 2)

In taking a ‘bottom-line’ approach (as in this case), the charity ultimately prioritises their own beneficiaries ahead of any others in the local community. However, this donor clearly expects the 
charity to acknowledge his contribution to the store over many years, and support other local initiatives, such as a hospital library. In one larger store, particular efforts were made to make the store more welcoming to young people, to offer work experience through a local college and to become a meeting place to all other kinds of local groups, from book clubs to knitting circles. This store hence went to great efforts to become embedded in a local community, while garnering support for a global mission.

Nonetheless, in recent years, the charity has deliberately sought to shift their market upwards in many shops, targeting higher quality donations, more affluent customers, and subsequently higher prices. This is underpinned by greater professionalization [29] through the import of many commercial retail practices (e.g. back-room reporting systems, targets, culling), improving the look and feel of the store to match other retail experiences.

“Slowly, a lot of shops have recognised that what they are selling is worth a lot more so it has been a very fine balance between building up the business to get more value out of our donations but actually, at the same time, not losing our core customers... (IV) And was that good or bad in terms of revenue? I think in most cases it was great in terms of revenue” (Gerald, Area Manager)

However, there remain divergent views across the charity about higher pricing, reflecting volunteers’ own values at play in the work of the organisation. In more affluent areas, higher prices can be more easily sought and justified.

“Somebody said a customer had complained about the pricing of our books because it was more expensive than other charity shops. My view on it, at the meeting, was "Yes, but you are supporting [this charity] when you shop here so that is money that is going directly to [the charity]." We are trying to raise money here, we are not trying to provide cheap books. That is my view.” (Mary, Volunteer)

For this volunteer, the wider mission of the charity should be prioritised and indeed she expects shoppers to value this when they shop there. However, where there is a greater range of customers and economic hardship, local and global values have to be more carefully kept in balance.

"[Our customers] don’t have disposable income but they can come here and if they have children they can maybe buy their daughter a little dress from Next for 99p so that their children don’t feel as if they are lower than anybody else. Maybe they are second hand clothes but they are good quality and they are cheap so the people of [this city] can still afford them, even if they are on benefits, even if their benefits don’t stretch very far, they should be able to come in here and still feel good about themselves." (Kate, Deputy Manager)

This deputy manager recognises that in the context of her shop, there is more at stake than the global mission that the charity explicitly supports. Therefore, in practice, the values in play need to be made sense of in the local context, by the manager or volunteer pricing an item. By doing this well, shops build up trust with their donors and customers, which is the foundation for ongoing relationships with the charity itself. These judgements are critical in retaining a ‘breadth of values’, in Miller’s terms. To understand this further, we turn now to how this valuation work is pragmatically achieved, and the range of resources, technologies and data are drawn upon to do so.

4.2. Unpacking Valuation Processes

4.2.1. Sorting and Pricing. It is important to establish the context in which valuation takes place. The majority of our collaborating charity’s shops occupy small retail units in busy urban areas. As such the space to receive, sort and store their stock is a perpetual challenge. Stores receive an extraordinary volume of stock from four potential sources: over the counter donations; from clothing banks; unsold stock cascaded from nearby stores; or through the charities in-house recycling centre. Yet, all managers described a constant need for higher quality stock, suggesting
anywhere between 50-80% of the donations they received were passed on to the charity’s recycling centre.

All sorting and pricing takes place in the back room, undertaken by volunteers and managers. Every store we visited had piles and piles of unsorted stock, usually in black bin bags. As such, sorting and pricing has to be undertaken remarkably quickly – ensuring flaws (e.g. stains, rips, watermarks) are noticed, while potential high value items and brands are picked out. “I will cream off the things to pay attention to because they are silk, cashmere, designer, whatever.” (Diana, Manager). Although practices vary across stores, a typical trajectory for an unsorted bag of second-hand clothes is described below.

**Sorting:** Bags of unsorted clothes are stored together, often in a large cage, until they are ready to be sorted. An initial sort is undertaken to a) rapidly inspect the clothes and decide which are in ‘sellable’ condition, b) to set aside any potentially high-value items, and c) to categorise the clothes. Clothes that are deemed unsellable in that store are transferred to coloured bin bags, to be collected by the charity’s recycling facility. High-value or vintage items could be priced there and then for a quick win to boost sales, or highlighted and set aside for a manager or another experienced volunteer to research further and price carefully. Other ‘sellable’ clothes are sorted and aggregated into particular categories (e.g. women’s tops, coats, men’s trousers). A number of bags will be initially and rapidly sorted in this way. A manager will then decide upon a particular category to begin pricing and preparing for the shop floor. This requires careful judgment and planning about what is likely to sell when, and to prepare for the turnover of existing stock. Sometimes, a manager may be specific, and ask volunteers to ‘rummage’ for, say, nice summer tops, or costume clothes. Items to be priced are transferred to a hanger and steam cleaned. This provides another opportunity to assess the item and check for flaws particularly around stress points. While there are not many hard and fast rules for pricing there are absolute requirements for the quality of stock – this is one value that cannot be compromised. The physical and hands-on labour to assess this is therefore integral to the process of evaluating the basic qualities of donated items, and transforms black bin bags into manageable, sellable stock. Only then can the item be priced.

**Pricing:** We encountered several different pricing guides that provide indicative pricing for certain kinds of items (e.g. £3.99 women’s tops), as well as categories of premium and budget brands. These guides were primarily used to train volunteers, and were often the legacy of a prior store manager or another experienced local manager. However, we rarely observed these being used by experienced volunteers or managers, who quickly gained tacit knowledge of different price categories, brands and how to move between these depending on an items’ condition, uniqueness and the desire for a quick sale versus getting the maximum value. Most items that are recognised as ‘bread and butter’ can be priced very rapidly by experienced volunteers. Standard charity branded price tags (from 99p up to £19.99) already exist to support this. Manager’s described the need to be ‘ruthless’ – there is little time or room for sentimentality due to the overwhelming volume of items to be sorted. Nevertheless, it is vital to remain vigilant for potential high value items. These would often be given greater attention, discussed between volunteers and managers, and researched into further online to establish a price before being carefully displayed.

Pricing takes place literally in the back room, in a regime of abstract market value. The shops are trying to maximise the value for an item (this is assumed to be what the donor wants), while holding in mind the potential values for the customer based on deep knowledge of the kind of customers in the area, how similar items have sold before, or seasonal or pop-culture tie-ins which might valorise an item and lead to greater demand. Nonetheless, in many cases, pricing is an iterative process, driven by gut-instincts, and a try-it-and-see approach, rather than hard or fast rules. As charity shops have become professionalised, and teams of volunteers co-ordinate around pricing, these processes can become more regimented and categorical but the ability and need to price flexibly remains. For the moment, the technologies that support this flexibility remain
broadly manual and analogue; while the most important data remains shared local experiences of the market.

4.2.2. Localized Practices and Store Autonomy. Although following processes such as those above, shop managers ultimately have a remarkable degree of autonomy (in contrast to managers in most retail stores) in deciding what kind of stock to put out on their shop floor and how it is priced and displayed. Operating in a primarily economic regime of value, area managers for a region set indicative sales targets that store managers work towards, appear motivated by, and use to rally their volunteers as part of fundraising efforts. It is up to individual managers to figure out how to meet their target from the resources they have. In this light, good managers are described as ‘personalities’ (Jean, Area Manager), able to present a caring and enthusiastic embodiment of the charity’s values, and reflect the values of the local community. Despite the pressure of targets, stores are encouraged to develop an identity that bridges these economic aims, with the varied value regimes of donors and customers in that particular area.

“I think we are very good at identifying our market, at reacting to our competitors, at creating an identity which the autonomy of [the charity] has allowed to be possible. This shop wouldn’t, as far as I can see, in my experience, belong to another charity.” (Diana, Manager)

In essence, despite professionalization and a charity-wide effort to raise the quality and price of their goods, the very values of the local charity shop to donors and customers have to be performed and mediated on a daily basis by the manager, their volunteers and the goods put on sale in the shop. As one experienced manager suggests: “I think the basis of them is the same but each individual shop runs completely differently.” (Kate, Deputy Manager)

Managers have to be reactive, resourceful and entrepreneurial. One manager organised a rapid sale of end-of-the-line school uniforms just before the end of term. Others had personal contacts with antique dealers, or invited in craft and sewing groups to repair or upcycle damaged goods. Another received an original painting and managed to trace the artist in order to establish its worth; after a few weeks of interest, the painting sold for £400. Hence, while managers are usually deeply committed to the charity, and receive considerable training in their role (and indeed can be disciplined or critiqued by more established local managers), their autonomy is key to making the most of their limited resources and expressing the values of the charity. This can both increase the economic value of goods sold, but more broadly, transforms the professionalized High Street store into a place where particular local community values are practiced on a daily basis. To emphasise this process view of valuation, the values of a store cannot be simply injected through branding, or from a higher cause, but instead are made evident through the range of valuation work being performed in stores. Likewise, specific technologies or data brought to bear in the store will not automatically provide certain values; rather they may afford (or restrict) the practice of different values and valuation work.

4.2.3 Valuation through Online Marketplaces. Charity shops are increasingly challenged by the presence of online marketplaces (e.g. eBay, Etsy, Discogs, Abe Books) that provide a wider market and point of external reference for the price of many second-hand items, particularly rare books and records.

“It is a bit of a stand-off, you know. [The Charity] are using the internet to find the highest price they can get away with but their customers are also quickly checking their smartphones and thinking “hang on a minute, I can get this for 2 quid less”. If they were more in tune with the prices on the internet, like this guy in the records shop saying this is equivalent to Discogs or 50p cheaper than Amazon, they would have an advantage there.” (Donor, Workshop 1)

Stores do use online marketplaces extensively to price items, and generally aim to price just below online retailers, but clearly if the customer and charity are not ‘in tune’ the valuation is brought into question. Online prices, especially for easily identified and categorised objects like
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books and records, introduce the notion of a ‘right’ or accurate price – in which case valuation would be solely a classification activity where the charity may be expected to more transparently compare and reference their valuation. While the charity shop is hoping to avoid valuable items slipping through the net, arguably this undermines some of the customers’ romance of finding a bargain.

“The whole idea was that you would go to a charity shop and you would find a book and it would be, I don’t know, an Allen Ginsberg first edition or something and they would be selling it for £1 and you were like “GET IN” and that has kind of gone.” (Donor, Workshop 1)

The potential variability of price in a charity shop (a result of flexible valuation practices) hence remains a key attraction to customers. Interestingly, the charity itself is also increasingly moving to selling their own stock online through a dedicated online store, and other online marketplaces such as eBay. If a store has sufficient back room space, items can be listed for longer, reach a wider market and potentially a higher bidder. The economic value of an item can be increased, but at a potential cost to quality and diversity of goods available within the store. In one store, a manager claimed they could ‘quadruple’ the price of an object by selling online, and hence several stores identify online sales as the most significant area of future growth. Some stores have even begun to specialise in listing items online, and training volunteers in photographing and online listing. Despite the potential for greater revenue, the shops must take care about what and how they sell online, as this can take away from the quality of items displayed in the shop and risk shifting focus from their local market whom they often depend upon for donations. For online sales, stores will tend to focus on higher end, brand or vintage clothing in very good condition, as this is most deliberately sought out by shoppers, or collectors. Nevertheless, managers are keen to “try to give a lot of the stuff a go on the shop floor first” (Jen, Store Manager). Indeed, when considering the donor who gifted the item, they may expect that an item finds a new home within the local area. However, if the item is unsold, it can be later listed online if there is sufficient back-room space to maintain it in storage. As such, to take advantage of this potentially lucrative revenue, stores need to ensure the values of the local community can continue to be met through sufficient quality cheaper clothes, the independent identity of a bricks and mortar store, and engagement with other community initiatives.

4.3. Valuing Volunteers

Each shop relies upon and has a diversity of volunteers; the only paid members of staff in the store are a manager, and a deputy manager in some larger stores. Much like receiving good stock, attracting and maintaining good volunteers is a perpetual challenge. As one manager said: “their time is a gift to us”. Volunteers range from retirees seeking social activities, to teenagers and school pupils gaining experience, foreign exchange students or new migrants aiming to improve their English, or those out of work trying to build confidence and skills.

Volunteers are strictly unpaid – managers maintain a rota to help organize the shop and give structure, but it is imperative that volunteers can choose to work when they want and in the areas of the shop that they feel comfortable. This needs to be carefully balanced with the manager’s need for trusted and effective labour to maintain high standards. Managers go to extraordinary efforts to care for, motivate and thank their volunteers, reflecting the idea of the charity shop as a ‘space of care’ [30]. For some this relies upon cake and conversation, for others this is the opportunity to speak English, or become experienced or even an expert in a domain. Since volunteers cannot be paid, (they operate outside of an economic value regime) they must gain value and be motivated by the experience in other ways. Some managers described motivating volunteers by reminding them of the global mission: “I tell the volunteers, that is why we are here. That is why we sort stock. That is why we have to make more money at the end of the day” (Marianna, Store Manager). Pointing to targets, or sales volumes is an important way for the managers to
highlight the importance of the volunteer’s work – both to translate the value of the volunteers’ effort to the mission, but also to reinforce the need for high standards throughout the store.

However, the commercial aims of the store have to be carefully balanced with the ethics of volunteering, and the ability and values of individual volunteers. Certainly not all volunteers were as committed to, or even especially interested in, the wider mission. Managers are required to care sensitively for some volunteers, while pushing others on to develop themselves and their skills. Some volunteer opportunities often highlight a specific role e.g. window dressing, or researching books or records. In some larger stores, whole sales categories were the responsibility of experienced volunteers. In one shop with many school leavers and young adult volunteers, teams enthusiastically competed over the sales targets for their department.

P. There is a lot of competition going in the shop. They all stand round at the end of the day waiting for the results going “ha, I have beaten your department!” IV. In terms of sales? P. Yeah. Which is fantastic because it is the encouragement they need to work better basically to get the sales up. It is really good. (Store Manager)

In this case, sales targets for the store and managers are transformed into an experience of friendly competition and achievement for young, motivated volunteers, in a way that redefines the social relations between them – belonging to a team and creating the terms for games and competition. This form of valuation is ultimately productive because, in Miller’s terms [54], it bridges the values of the store and those of the individual volunteers - though they each ultimately derive different values from a particular metric.

4.4. The Role of Data in Charity Shop’s Valuation Practices

When we asked individual store managers about what would most help their management of the store in the future, rarely did they point to requiring more data or new technologies. Their core and immediate needs remained sufficient good quality stock being donated, and good volunteers to support the valuation and sale of that stock. Nonetheless, data was leveraged at times and had been introduced in several activities related to valuation.

Targets and sales data are used to signify the importance and value of work undertaken in the charity shops. Targets are used motivationally for managers and across their teams. Managers would do this to highlight how important processes (like asking for Gift Aid, or ensuring a high quality of stock) could make a difference to the money raised for a cause. Managers were astute in the way they talked about targets and sales with different volunteers. There was never a pressure or expectation to make targets; this is borne solely by the manager, the paid employee. However, the data can be used positively to signify clear ends and outcomes to the vast range of work undertaken by volunteers, such that they all feel they are contributing.

Sales data was also used to support categorisation, and a manager’s own evaluation of the value of their goods, in order to support their decisions about how to organise the store, what stock to sell and at what prices. When asked about what sells well in a store, managers talked fluently in numbers as well as anecdotes. Some were even aware of how each unit of shelf space in a store was performing, and used this to inform decisions about how to accommodate new stock, such as Christmas cards or some other national campaign. This categorisation into different sections could also support giving volunteers responsibility, pride, reward and competition through sales of their category. At a higher level, the data is also used across a network of stores in an area to understand their relative strengths and weaknesses, their categorisation and hierarchy, and hence to inform decisions and routines for the cascading and exchange of unsold stock between stores.

Data was used informally through custom pricing guides and online marketplaces to provide a framing for pricing, as already noted above. Mainly, these could ensure potentially high-value items were not overlooked or under-priced – providing boundaries rather than a particular price.
Most of the time, such data was not required for pricing, and would be too time-consuming to consult.

A more formal use of data surrounds ‘Gift Aid’, a UK tax relief scheme to allow charities to reclaim 25% of the value of a donation from the income tax of the donor. This is a potentially significant source of ‘free’ extra revenue for the charity, but must be properly accounted for, and requires faithful record-keeping in order to claim. Hence, it requires additional diligence and labour from volunteers to ask for and collect donors’ personal details, and ensure that the individual’s gift aid tag is maintained through the sorting and pricing of their items, up to the point of sale. Mobile tablets are set to be introduced in some stores explicitly to ease this process.

A secondary value of this process is produced through the letter a donor receives annually that informs them of the amount of ‘Gift Aid’ their donation raised, and in effect, the total value of their donations over the course of a year.

Although each store’s sales data and targets are promoted internally, we never observed this shared directly with donors or customers in stores. While aggregated data about the charity’s overall fundraising efforts and percentage spend on different activities (admin, fundraising, overseas programs etc.) is widely publicised, the remarkable income of the stores themselves (some stores can raise thousands of pounds a week) is not highlighted locally. One donor suggested such figures would be ‘stark’, as if the numbers would be incommensurate with the local values of the store – especially in low-income areas. (This recalls Bourdieu’s recognition of the “taboo of making things explicit” in a symbolic economy [7]). Some donors could be surprised by how much a charity could earn from items they had cast away; some customers might feel over-charged; some might question if the money could be used better locally rather than by a large international charity. Overall, patrons might be more comfortable buying into the values of the charity shop – as a meeting place, recycling centre, or source of bargain goods – rather than the economic value they generate for a remote cause. More broadly, we can see how naturally aligned targets and sales data are with the immediate economic aims of the store, and while the use of this data to bridge other regimes of value is possible, it requires careful mediation.

5 DESIGNING FOR DATA-DRIVEN INNOVATION THROUGH VALUE TRANSLATION

Our findings show many sides to valuation as a social practice in a charity shop. We see how the store has to translate value on behalf of multiple communities, primarily the donor, the customer and the end beneficiary. Since the shops depend on local communities to provide stock, custom and volunteer labour, the stores must demonstrate sensitivity to local values, while delivering perceived ‘global’ value for the cause. This is achieved through the authentic and ongoing performance of those local values by staff and volunteers in the store. It is for this reason that pricing guides, and data from global online marketplaces is only informally applied, when necessary, to direct local pricing. Where sales data can be used to bridge or align values of different groups, such as supporting friendly competition between engaged volunteers, or reporting annual donations through gift aid, it is shared and adopted as a common currency; in Zelizer’s terms, becomes a ‘differentiated tie’. However, while these are examples of data generating and bridging forms of value, there are also concerns that explicit representations of value can reveal where values are misaligned, and even undermine social relations more broadly.

We propose that by reflecting on these different examples of ‘value translation’, as a tentative theoretical framework, we might navigate the implications and troubles of datafication [5,61,69,76] when attempting to design ‘data-driven innovation’ (distributed ledger technologies in our case) in new contexts.
5.1. Translating Value between Multiple Communities

Prior work on value-centred design has already highlighted the challenges of designing for multiple stakeholders and competing values. Voida et al. point to this explicitly in the context of data-driven services through a study of the inventory and stock-taking systems in low-income food banks or pantries [76]. In this work they highlight how different units of measurement are employed at different points in the provision of food bank services; in the end, the choices of these units act as several ‘competing currencies’, each appealing to the differing values of a range of stakeholders. In design, negotiating these politics can, at times, seem intractable. Some things must be counted or valued ahead of others – valuation is after all a process of “how people, things and idea(l)s are ordered in relation to one another” [42]; the alternative entails the “messiness of a system that tries desperately to be all things to all people” [76]. In the context of designing a visualization of academic funding metrics, Elsden et al. [22] run into similar trouble, noting a trade-off between metrics becoming a useful ‘standard reference point’ while somehow maintaining the possibility for a ‘multiplicity’ of perspectives and meanings on the data. Similarly, Fiore-Gartland and Neff [27] draw on the notion of distinct regimes of value to develop the concept of ‘data valences’ as they describe how patients and doctors have different expectations and demands for patient data. The challenge they pose is to find data which is able to link and meet “the multidimensional differences in the expectations for, and values around data” [27].

In our findings, we highlight in particular how store managers are highly skilled and sensitive in translating value between different audiences, through recourse to both formal and informal systems. The crux of our particular project was hence to identify how data-driven innovation, might help them achieve this value translation between communities. For example, we considered, ideas for how charity shops could function as part of a more distributed and autonomous network or platform, guided by data, and less dependent on individual store managers or large charitable institutions. How might a distributed online community set up, list, price and sell second-hand goods for particular causes? In the context of blockchain technologies, we could even envisage a charity shop as a ‘distributed autonomous organisation’ or DAO [56], where a trusted technical governance of the system might allow a diverse and trustless set of actors to collaborate online around some shared aims and values. Yet, while such algorithmic governance is increasingly conceivable, designing a data-driven system to satisfactorily translate value between all of the communities required to sustain a second-hand charity shop is clearly fraught. In our further discussion, we endeavour to show how a focus on value translation can offer some guidance.

5.2. Designing Data for ‘Valuation as a Process’

To navigate these tensions, we argue the need to see valuation as a process. Rather than simply seeking data that in some way embeds or reifies particular values, we might ask in what ways do different data and their infrastructures support the performance of particular values by different actors? A physical gift aid card, number and annual reporting letter supports the performance of a loyal donor for example. The act of signing a donor up for GiftAid – by asking them to complete a form of personal details – demonstrates diligence on behalf of the volunteer and store managers, and brings significant financial gain for the charitable cause. If we sought to extend the Gift Aid scheme, or to capitalise on that existing data, we should seek ways that support these multiple actors in performing and identifying with the values they prize. What kind of data-driven services could make gift-aiders feel like a part of the community of the charity shop, or give volunteers an opportunity to make a tangible difference through their diligence?

In our own project, we considered the potential introduction of an alternative currency or token, provided to donors, related to their GiftAid contributions through a distributed ledger. As
a parallel, local currency initiatives such as ‘HullCoin’\textsuperscript{4} seek to reward community loyalty with discounted access to other goods and services. However, there is clearly more to these initiatives than the prospect of an economic discount. Ferreira et al. [26] report that the use of the ‘Bristol Pound’ allowed traders and customers to perform to each other shared values of localism, which in turn set the scene for further forms of social connection. In the charity shop we might therefore explore how such a token could allow the performance of shared interests in a particular project or campaign or other values such as being a good neighbour, localism, competitiveness etc. However, to successfully design for these values requires close attention to the processes by which value is translated from a GiftAid contribution, through to the actions and discourse supported by an alternative currency.

5.3. Supporting Value Translation through Data Work

A focus on process reveals the ongoing work and management required in translating value between communities. In our findings we saw, for example, how sales data was used to productively align the action and varied interests of teams of competitive volunteers, and simultaneously to meet the values of the store managers and the charity itself. However, managers and volunteers all performed different kinds of work to maintain this arrangement: from the way second hand items are categorised when they are sorted and entered into the till; to the way sales data is ultimately shared on a blackboard in volunteer common spaces, and compared to appropriate short and long-term targets set locally by store managers.

This kind of labour reflects a number of recent studies within HCI and CSCW unpacking ‘data work’ [20,28,38,70]. In varied contexts, these studies show the ongoing labour people undertake to make data work for them; to make sense of data within certain circumstances or narratives; or to appropriate data towards different ends than could be originally envisaged. The values of particular data infrastructures therefore cannot simply be baked in or embedded from the start – but are mutually shaped [46] through the human action they support, and the subsequent performance of data work. This perspective raises broad questions about our ability to simply embed ethics or particular values into data infrastructures. Part of the enthusiasm for blockchain technologies in particular is that the highly distributed and tamper-resistant nature of their protocols, code and ‘smart contracts’ ensures mechanisms and systems which perform in very specific ways. Lustig et al. investigate the culture surrounding Bitcoin as an example of trust in ‘algorithmic authority’ [48]. Yet even in this somewhat extreme case, many participant’s faith in the values of the Bitcoin protocol remained ultimately related to the ongoing actions of a “diversity of sociotechnical actors” [pp. 751] involved in the network.

Rather than asking how we identify or harmonize particular values which can be ‘embedded’ in a data infrastructure, we suggest returning to Zelizer’s notion of ‘differentiated ties’ to explore value translation in another way. We might instead ask: how does a data infrastructure, as a form of valuation, allow actors to differentiate, set apart, or create new forms of social relations? These infrastructures might strengthen existing relations; bridge or transcend them to create new ones; or simply reify or flatten relations in a more problematic fashion. In this vein, we argue that data-driven innovation does not succeed simply by securing or enforcing the will of particular value systems (even if they are carefully understood), but by supporting a diversity of value-driven data work to be achieved around them.

The sales data is initially recorded for the benefit of area managers, trading managers and accountants, who will each perform different kinds of data work. However, ultimately this sales data is flexible and comprehensible enough to be appropriated by store managers and volunteers as an abstraction of their labour in the store, and hence it can be reworked to support the labour of volunteers in a store. Were sales data and targets imposed on volunteers, it would most likely be unproductive in Miller’s terms. What is critical and powerful is not the data itself, but the
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mediation of store managers to frame and make sales data available to volunteers in terms of different value regimes.

5.4. Designing Global Flows of Data for Local Values

As new data flows cut across the charity shop we need to consider the kind of data work these flows support. For example, volunteers and customers’ ability to look up online, global marketplaces for equivalent second-hand goods greatly restrains the variability of the price of an item. As one participant suggested, this challenges some of the romance of charity shopping, where customers hope to unearth a bargain, and instead undertake their own data work to hold charity shops to account through online prices. This is resonant of Miller’s[54] remarks on the way in which shareholder value, when taken as an economic bottom line, can end up ‘flying apart’ from the values an enterprise ultimately relies upon.

In the charity shop, we might pose the question therefore: how can data-driven innovation support the performance of local community values in situ, with respect to global flows of data and capital? In one early internal design proposal, we considered the potential for differential and conditional pricing within the store – where the price of goods might vary, based on an input from different data sources. Prices might vary based on the occurrence of a natural disaster or the factory conditions in which ‘fast fashion’[3] clothes were originally produced. Alternatively, flash sales could be automatically triggered by major gifts received by the charity, or in relation to poverty indicators in the local area. Perhaps individual donors could even choose to configure a price depending upon a personal ordering or prioritisation of certain values. Particularly in an online marketplace for second-hand goods, such variable pricing is not unimaginable.

However, for anything to be gained from these propositions, we argue that they must allow local values to be visibly played out in store; rather than simply playing an economic game where both charity and customer simply seek the best or ‘right’ price according to an online marketplace. Ideally, from Zelizer, different kinds of price become a way for customers to bridge the multiple regimes of value potentially in play. Of course, negotiating multiple frames of value may be asking too much labour of some customers or volunteers. It may also detract from the work international development agencies already do to frame a global ‘mission’ and abstracted ‘other’ which simplifies (for the donor) the very complex task of addressing global inequality. As Miller illustrates through an example of once beloved UK department store John Lewis[54], organisations, and technologies that can take on or ease this labour of uniting different threads of value will be held dear by various publics.

5.5. Summary Guidelines

In summary of the findings and arguments above, we offer the following guidelines for designing data-driven innovation through a lens of value translations.

Clearly, we need to first understand different regimes of value and the processes by which these regimes are established and maintained. The field of valuation studies (especially Kjellberg et al. [42]) offers many methodological starting points to identify values and the practices through which they are performed and translated. We hence argue for the need to recognise valuation as an ongoing process, supported and maintained by human and organisational labour – rather than simply being embedded or baked in to a system from the beginning. In the context of data-driven technologies, this process is frequently one of data work – moving between abstract value and specific local values.

It is through undertaking and performing valuation that particular values are developed, maintained and made visible. New data-driven technologies should support the performance of a plurality of values if the underlying data is to become common currency. In
In the context of data-driven innovation, we should **design for a diversity of data work that supports the performance of different stakeholder’s values.** Future work should explore whether encouraging a diversity of data work creates the opportunity for more just and equitable relations between stakeholders. Of course, care has to be taken as to the labour that this data work might require.

Drawing on Zelizer’s work on ‘differentiated ties’ we should **consider how new forms of value translation and data work enable new kinds of social relations to emerge.** We argue that these ties can be used to strengthen existing relations and shared values, or as Miller suggests to bridge divergent regimes of value. Where data-driven innovation is imposed without sufficient room for data work, it can flatten or exclude existing relations or values, while reifying values that are misaligned.

### 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have turned to valuation studies, and the work of Zelizer [80] and Miller [54] in particular, as a new lens on familiar challenges of ‘data-driven innovation’ in sensitive and value-laden contexts. While much work in HCI and CSCW is rightly critical of the way quantified data and metrics become implicated in work practices and social relations, these scholars point to occasions where data and different forms of valuation are worthwhile when they are used to mark out different relations, or to bridge different regimes of value.

Ethnographic fieldwork undertaken in charity shops provided our study a rich site of valuation work. We identified different regimes of values between donors, customers and beneficiaries, and the challenges for a store to negotiate between local values within a community, and a more abstract global value in the way they sort, price and display donated second-hand goods for sale. The autonomy of individual stores and their managers is vital to performing values that attract a community upon whose donations, custom, trust and voluntary work they depend. In our discussion, we aimed to reflect on how data-driven innovation could support the value translations at play in the daily life of the store. Through reflecting on our findings with respect to theoretical studies of valuation, and related work on the politics of data in HCI, we elicit key concerns and offer guidelines as we approach the design of data-driven technologies.

We recognise that this paper remains a first step in demonstrating how valuation studies could inform data-driven innovation. We see considerable scope for future work, in particular to use these guidelines generatively in different contexts. Literature in CSCW has identified many classification situations [39] where valuing systems become reified and impose particular politics. Alternately we might consider how to design for data-driven innovation in sites of social change, where societal values themselves are moulding and changing. In all of these contexts, we tentatively suggest that value-centred design perspectives (e.g. [6,11,31,32]) ought to be extended to focus on the very processes of valuation, for it is here that better design might hope to productively mediate values themselves. Although providing only a snapshot of the diverse life of charity shops, we hope the fieldwork we present in this paper can act as a forerunner to further work in such value-laden contexts.
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